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EDITORIAL

2007: The year in review for Leukemia and Lymphoma

AARON POLLIACK, KOEN VAN BESIEN, & JOHN F. SEYMOUR

Medical science generally continues to progress

rapidly, and perhaps no areas more so than the field

of haematological oncology. International research

output from basic science, translational research and

clinical trials is substantial and it is necessary and

appropriate that this novel data is subjected to careful

expert scrutiny and widely disseminated to all

researchers, clinicians, health administrators and

consumers. Leukemia and Lymphoma, now in its

20th continuous year of publishing, continues to

contribute to this international effort.

Just as medical science is changing, so the field of

medical publishing must change with it and respond

to the needs of authors and readers, while still

mindful of the goals of the editors and publishers.

Authors want ease of submission, prompt, fair and

consistent reviewing and as brief a time gap as

possible between the submission of their manuscript

and ultimate publication, as well as a journal that

delivers their work and novel observations to the

widest possible audience. Readers, on the other

hand, want to be assured that the material they are

reading is reliable and unbiased, seek some perspec-

tive on how important observations fit into the

broader body of information in the field, and want

prompt access to new publications without necessa-

rily waiting for the distribution of the hard copy

journal issue.

All of these potentially competing goals must be

juggled and monitored by the editors and publishers,

while never compromising the standards of both

scientific review and confidentiality of unpublished

material. Fortunately we are in the era of web-based

systems where electronic submission, distribution,

notification and review are possible. Leukemia and

Lymphoma made the transition to web-based

manuscript submission and review through the

Manuscript Central System in mid-2006 (http://

mc.manuscriptcentral.com/glal) and this has greatly

facilitated the ease of access for authors and

reviewers, and enhanced the timelines for review

and communication of decision on acceptance.

In 2007 the journal received more than 1100

submissions, an increase of more than 25% from

2006. Very pleasingly these submissions were broadly

spread both by field (of original research manuscripts

submitted 62% were clinical and 32% basic science)

and geographically from more than 50 countries

(31% from Europe, 25% North America, 19% Asia,

3% each from South America and the Middle East).

Due to the commitment and dedication of more than

650 volunteer reviewers who very generously and

without hesitation gave their time, wisdom and

insight to the journal (the names of those who

reviewed 2 or more articles in 2007 are listed) the

average time from submission to first decision on a

manuscript was just 17 days, with the average time

from initial submission to final decision on a manu-

script just 34 days. These are exemplary figures

which are only possible due to the hard work and

dedication of our editorial board and reviewers, and

the devoted editorial staff, and we are sure the

authors, are truly grateful for this approach.

Although the journal is relatively large, publishing

2500 pages in 2007, both due to page restrictions and

the increasing volume of submission received, we are

now only able to accept for publication 41% of non-

invited submissions, and this figure has reduced

substantially in the past few years. We still believe

there is a role for truly novel observations based on

single patients (‘‘case reports’’) but, quoting from the

journal’s instructions for authors, ‘‘these must have

unique scientific or educational value, which impact and

enhance clinical practice or diagnostic understanding’’.

While a small number of such submissions will

continue to be accepted and published as Letters to

the Editor, we encourage authors to carefully

consider these stringent criteria prior to submission.
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We continue to strive to ensure broad representa-

tion by field of expertise as well as geographical

region among our enthusiastic and dedicated editor-

ial board, and will continue to renew and invigorate

this group with new appointments, replacing mem-

bers after a 2 – 3 year period of voluntary service to

the journal. A recent development has been the

appointment of two highly skilled Associate Editors,

Professor Leonidas Platanias (Chicago, USA) and

Dr. Andreas Rosenwald (Wuerzburg, Germany),

with the specific goal of enhancing the appeal of the

journal as a target for submission of basic and

translational research manuscripts. We will steadily

expand the breadth of areas covered by such

Associate Editors as similarly skilled individuals are

recruited to the journal’s editorial team.

Another recent enhancement to the journal in

2007 has been the regular inclusion of concise

Commentaries chosen by the editors to accompany

significant, provocative, or innovative articles in each

t issue. These are often solicited from reviewers of

the manuscripts or members of the editorial board

with specific expertise in the area of interest. The

goal of these commentaries is to place the published

findings in a broader perspective and explore the

implications of the article for readers. These have

been very well received by the authors of the

accompanying articles and the general readership

and will continue through 2008.

There have also been substantial enhancements in

the processing of manuscripts following acceptance.

We are now using a web-based system for distribu-

tion and correction of article proofs, which will

shorten the time from acceptance to publication,

which now averages approximately 100 days. Once

proofs of accepted articles have been corrected and

approved by authors, they will be made rapidly

available as ‘‘pre-published’’ articles on the Journals’

website. These pre-published articles have identical

content to the ultimately published hard copy

version, are fully searchable through PubMed, and

can be cited using their unique Digital Object

Identifier (DOI) number.

The users of medical literature are truly moving

into the electronic age, with Web-based journal

access and articles downloads now dominating the

way we seek and obtain information. This is similarly

true for Leukemia & Lymphoma with more than

10,000 abstract downloads and 3500 full article

downloads each month, with these figures increasing

steadily month by month.

The editors continue to solicit comprehensive

reviews from experts in the field, and these are highly

valued by our readers, with such reviews making up 7

of the 10 most downloaded articles from the journal

in the last year [1 – 10]. Perhaps surprisingly to some

there was very little overlap between the journal’s

most downloaded and most-cited articles in the last

year with 7 of these being original articles [2,11 – 19].

This exemplifies that the priorities and needs of

interested clinicians and the general readership differ

substantially from active researchers publishing in the

field. One such example of these differences, and our

continued emphasis on the educational role of

medical journals, are the enormously valued, insight-

ful and beautifully illustrated ‘‘teaching Cases’’

regularly features. We are enormously grateful to

Professor Barbara Bain for her generosity in sharing

more than 40 of these enlightening cases from St.

Mary’s and the Royal Marsden Hospitals over the

years.

As expounded in many editorials the commonly

used ‘‘Impact Factor’’ is a very incomplete measure

of the quality of any journal [20]. However, many

authors do consider the Impact Factor of a journal

before submitting their work for consideration. Thus

Leukemia and Lymphoma acknowledges that its

impact factor does continue to rise, with a value of

1.559 (a moderate rise from 1.147 just 2 years

previously). We optimistically anticipate further

increases in the future. As mentioned above, we

consider that many other factors such as the quality

and timeliness of review and the rapidity of an

editorial decision are at least equally important in

determining the standard of performance of a

journal, and by these and the other measures

discussed, Leukemia and Lymphoma continues to

improve its performance and earn its place as a

vehicle for the dissemination of important biomedical

research.
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